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MIRROR III : HORIZON

Mirror III: Horizon is a two-channel 
video installation. The project 
examines the challenges to trust that 
can occur when identities cannot be 
verified. Filmed in Malta, 
contextualized by the island’s deep 
historical experience of visitors who 
arrived repeatedly by sea, the 
installation drew on the fluctuating 
paranoia of the contemporary 
refugee crisis. Mirror III examined 
what might possibly be 
communicated when words are 
broadcast to unknown recipients and 
the barriers to mutual empathy that 
may be exacerbated through 
distancing and distrust.

Mirror III was developed through 
research and conversations with 
residents and NGOs within Malta. 
Based on a synthesis of testimony 
and anecdotal evidence, an original 
script was authored as a series of 
fictional exchanges were devised 
between off-shore and a landbound 
protagonists.

Mirror III was developed as a live 
performance to camera. In 
preparation for Mirror III, a prototype 
iPhone app was developed to send, 
receive and interpret Morse Code 
and standalone translator devices 
were produced to facilitate long-
range broadcast of messages. The 
script was performed by teams of 
artists performing the dialogue 
through intermittent light at the limit 
of each others’ view. 

The project was first presented as 
part of the Creative Hub at the 7th 
World Summit on Arts and Culture 
of the International Federation of 
Arts Councils and Culture Agencies 
(IFACCA) held in 2016 in Valletta, 
Malta. 

The installation was subsequently 
exhibited within the solo exhibition, 
Three Mirrors and a Wall at Danielle 
Arnaud contemporary art in 
February 2017. The underpinning 
enquiry was explored within a 
presentation, ‘The Edges of Our 
World’ in 2017 and the artwork was 
further exhibited within, ‘Alternate 
Languages’ at the Royal Academy. 
It was a featured installation at the 
World Conference on Statelessness 
in 2019 and was later included 
within the online programme 
Mis(sing)-Communication, curated 
by Tess Charnley in 2020.

Above: Mirror III : Video Still (detail), 2016.

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Artefact : Two-Channel Video InstallationMIRROR III : HORIZON

Above: Mirror III: Horizon, 2016 (video composite / 10minutes)

October 2016: ‘Mirror III: Horizon’ is a fictional narrative that is located 
in an unexpected encounter between strangers. It is realised as a two 
screen filmed project, showing the dynamic dialogue between a light 
on shore and a light at sea. The work explores light as a frayed rope 
of connection between two strangers, underpinned by a sense of 
imminent danger, its resolution delayed by the glitches that can occur 
when communicating across space and time.

https://vimeo.com/188534359
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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OverviewMIRROR III : HORIZON

Cotterrell was one of 6 international 
artists and 6 Maltese artists who 
were commissioned to provide 
challenges to the presentations and 
debates of the wider conference. 

The context provided an opportunity 
to investigate a dominant 
contemporary issue from a new 
perspective. The European migrant 
crisis (or 'refugee crisis') had been a 
dominant point of discussion in the 
UK media for over two years. 
However, it was interesting that the 
European narrative of the crisis and 
the iterative evolution of public 
response to the suffering of others 
appeared to have been 
foreshadowed on the island of Malta. 
The initial compassionate response 
had transitioned to anxiety. Offers 
of asylum had given way to the 
provision of detention camps and 
ultimately, by the time Cotterrell 
arrived in Malta, the Italian navy was 
intercepting refugees and diverting 
them away from the island for 
processing in mainland Europe.

Malta offered an interesting 
superficial portrait of the 
contradictory identity that provided 
the basis for variable solidarity. A 
proud history of being the haven 
for a shipwrecked Saint Paul 

was widely promoted. Stories of 
malevolent factions luring sailors 
onto the rocks to salvage their cargo 
were also legendary. The island 
that spoke a language derived from 
Arabic but wrote the words with a 
Latin script, offered a microcosm of 
the perceptual challenges that the 
borders and boundaries of Europe 
appeared to be defining.

The project began with meetings 
with maritime historians and 
progressed with visits to NGO 
organisations concerned with the 
regugee crisis. 

A decision was made to explore 
the issues through an allegorical 
provocation: 

Cotterrell invited his collaborator, the 
Sri Lankan playwright, Ruwanthie 
de Chickera to work with him on 
the development of a script to be 
performed within the landscape.

It referenced two strangers in 
darkness, separated by undefined 
distance, untrusting environments; 
but somehow held together through 
the fragile beauty of an intermittently 
blinking light and the powerful 
human curiosity of the unknown.

Set against the dramatic edges 
of the island of Malta; against the 
fluctuating paranoia of the current 
refugee crisis; against the island’s 
deep historical experience of 
colonisers who arrived repeatedly 
by sea; Mirror III set out to 
examine what might possibly be 
communicated between strangers if 
their words were reduced to beams 
of light and their faces need never 
be revealed.

In preparation for Mirror III  a 
prototype iPhone app was been 
developed to send, receive and 
interpret Morse Code – a form of 
communication used traditionally 
to convey a situation of human 
emergency.  For a lay-person, 
the app offers the possibility of 
discovering and interpreting coded 
meaning in distant flickering lights, 
mirrors, reflections and beacons. 

The footage for Mirror III was 
produced simultaneously by two 
camera crews led by De Chickera 
and Cotterrell. Both teams were 
equipped with custom fabricated 
morse-code generators and 
maritime lights. The shore and 
sea teams communicated across 
a mile of open water through the 
intermittent flashing of lights, re-

enacting the encoded words of a 
series of dramatic performances 
scripted by De Chickera.
Mirror III reflects on the history, 
current politics and geography 
of the island of Malta through a 
single metaphor of two strangers 
communicating with each other 
through light, across darkness and 
ocean.  The production of Mirror 
III  held within it the possibility 
of expanding to encapsulate the 
alluring beauty of the language 
of twinkling lights experienced in 
parallel geographical spaces, and 
parallel historical realities.

The resulting work, Mirror III, 
explores the concurrent elements 
of suspicion and trust that might 
emerge, between protagonists 
who cannot confirm the identity or 
intention of each other.

David Cotterrell was invited to visit Malta on the 
occasion of the International Federation of Arts 
Councils and Culture Agencies (IFACCA), 7th World 
Summit on Arts and Culture. 18.10.16

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Prototype Development : IFACCA, MaltaMIRROR III : HORIZON

During the International Federation of Arts
Councils and Culture Agencies World Summit, 
Cotterrell developed the component tools for the 
performative work.

import processing.serial.*;

Serial port; // Create serial port object 
boolean rectOver = false;
int rectX, rectY; // Position of square button
int rectSize = 800; // Diameter of rect
color rectColor;
boolean gPlay = false;

boolean buttonOn = false;              // Status of the button
String[] gAlphaList = {"a ","b ","c ","d ","e ","f ","g ","h ","i ","j ","k ","l 
","m ","n ","o ","p ","q ","r ","s ","t ","u ","v ","w ","x ","y ","z ","0 ","1 ",
"2 ","3 ","4 ","5 ","6 ","7 ","8 ","9 ","  "};
String[] gMorseList = {"13 ","3111 ","3131 ","311 ","1 ","1131 ","331 ","1111 ",
"11 ","1333 ","313 ","1311 ","33 ","31 ","333 ","1331 ","3313 ","131 ","111 ","3 
","113 ","1113 ","133 ","3113 ","3133 ","3311 ","33333 ","13333 ","11333 ","11133 
","11113 ","11111 ","31111 ","33111 ","33311 ","33331 ","   "};
StringDict gAlphaMorse;

PFont f;
int gSpeed = 10;
char letter;
String words = "";
String flashes = "";

void setup() {

 gAlphaMorse = new StringDict();
 gAlphaMorse = new StringDict();
 for (int j=0; j<gMorseList.length; j++){
  // println(gAlphaList[j]);
   // println(gMorseList[j]);
gAlphaMorse.set(gAlphaList[j],gMorseList[j]);
 }

 size(800, 800); 
 noStroke(); 
 frameRate(10);
 rectColor = color(100);
 rectX = width/2 - rectSize/2;
 rectY = height/2 - rectSize/2;
 // printArray(PFont.list());
 f = createFont("SansSerif", 24);
 textFont(f);
 // Open the port that the board is connected to and use the same speed (9600 
bps)

 String portName = Serial.list()[3]; //change the 0 to a 1 or 2 etc. to match 

Initial Proposal
An outline proposal and an Adobe Director interactive 
mockup was developed.

Hardware Setup
Using locally sourced materials, simple waterproof housings 
were designed and assembled to light controller and power 
supply.

Code
The Director pseudo code was re-written in C to program 
arduino interfaces

Fabrication
Fabrication and testing took place within the IFFACA venue

Final Script (technical) View PDF
The final arduino script was uploaded to the boards, tested 
and prepared for use by film-crew.

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/MORSE.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Shore-based Broadcast & Filming : Valetta Harbour, MaltaMIRROR III : HORIZON

Broadcast
A two person crew let by Cotterrell’s collaborator, de 
Chickera, simultaneously broadcast and filmed from 
the shore perspective.

Camera View Confirmed
DSLR Cameras were set up to view the line-of-site between 
shore and sea broadcast locations

Shore Location
The shore team gain access to the non-public areas of Valetta 
Harbour

Broadcast Script View PDF
In parallel with the technical development a script was 
produced to be broadcast in morse.

Mirror III : Horizon – Draft Script 

David Cotterrell & Ruwanthie de Chickera 1

LOST CHILD 

1. S Light      Light     Red     
2. L Hello      Who’s there? 
3. S Yes 
4. L Who are you 
5. S Who are you 
6. L Are you lost 
7. S Lost     
8. L Who are you   Are you lost 
9. S Lost     
10. L Stop repeating.  Who are you  Are you lost 
11. S Child      With     
12. L Are you a child        

Are you a child Or are you with child    
I repeat 
Are you a child or are you with child 

13. S Yes     Lost     
14. L Are you pregnant 
15. S Help     
16. L Tell me   who are you     Is there anyone there with you 

I cannot help you if I dont know you       
Please tell me who you are      
Please  

OK
I will help
Lost Child I will help
Hello Lost Child I will help 
Please answer
Hello
Hello   

Team Training
A team of artists from Europe and North Africa were assem-
bled and formed into two film-crews.

Teams assembled and shore-based broadcast/filming 
location confirmed.

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/Mirror03_Script_Malta.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Sea-based Broadcast & Filming : Valletta Harbour, MaltaMIRROR III : HORIZON

Video capture
Simultaneous to the broadcast of encoded messages. A 
DSLR camera records the response from the shore.

Laptop Interface
The morse translators were able to be used either sealed 
with an industrial keyboard attached, or via a laptop 
when weather was not a factor.

Rig and Communication
Marine Spotlight is temporarily fixed to a rail and signal sent 
to commence broadcast.

Establishing line-of-site
An optimum location is identified, approx 1 mile from shore 
with an ebbing tide causing the boat to drift away from land 
(Valleta).

Chartering a skipper and boat 
Through contacts at the Valletta Maritime Museum a boat is 
hired for use at twilight.

In April, 2016, a script was developed based on 
transcripts of conversations in the diplomatic enclave. 
Casting took place in London for voice and video 
actors. Recording of spatial dialogue and tracked 
video was undertaken at Cotterrell’s studio.

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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World Summit on Arts & Culture : Valletta, MaltaMIRROR III : HORIZON

Mirror III - Horizon, was 
commissioned for the 7th 
World Summit on Arts 
& Culture, Valletta Malta 
18.10.16 - 21.10.16

The annual IFACCA World Summit 
is an opportunity for Arts Councils, 
artists' representative bodies and 
cultural policy makers to meet and 
discuss contemporary strategies for 
supporting the arts. As an 
experimental addition to the event, 
Peter Jenkinson and Shelagh Wright 
were invited to develop a practice-
led provocation that might run 
concurrently with the lecture, panel 
and workshop sessions.

Cotterrell was one of twelve North 
African and European artists 
who were invited to participate. 
The artists were offered an open 
research brief, local support, access 
to networks and opportunities to 
intervene with the main conference 
program.

Cotterrell’s project, Mirror III 
was realised within this context, 
presented as a temporary exhibition 
within the conference and was 
screened by Robert Palmer for the 
final plenary session of the 
conference.

Right: Documentation of the 7th World Sum-
mit on Arts & Culture & a PDF of the final 
performance script.

Mirror III – Horizon 

Part of the Mirror project 
By David Cotterrell and Ruwanthie de Chickera 

Valetta, Malta 
October 2017 

View PDF

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/Mirror03_Malta_ExhibitionText.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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The Edges of Our World : Public LectureMIRROR III : HORIZON

Above: The Edges of Our World (video documentation of presentation).

The underpinning 
enquiry for Mirror III and 
the wider issues raised 
through the research were 
discussed within the short 
presentation. 'At the 
Edges of the World’, 
09.03.17.

What has the current refugee crises 
taught us? Where are the edges of 
our world? What is inside and what is 
outside? Who is trapped and who is 
free? Does the volunteering culture 
help shape the future of practice? 

A talk delivered as part of ‘Twins’ - a 
series of architecture talks exploring 
difficult alliances, strange bedfellows 
and new relationships. 

The event was compered by Robert 
Mull and included presentations 
by Grainne Hassett - Calais Builds 
and University of Limerick, Kate 
McAllister & Darren Abrahams 
- Crisis Classrooms & Jayden Ali -
Pineapple Island.

The event, ‘Edge of Empire’ took 
place in Brighton on 9th March, 2017. 

http://www.cotterrell.com/talks/4666/
the-edges-of-our-world/

http://www.cotterrell.com/talks/4666/the-edges-of-our-world/
http://www.cotterrell.com/talks/4666/the-edges-of-our-world/
http://twins-talks.com/edge-of-empire.php 
https://vimeo.com/246803256
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Empathy & Risk : Three Mirrors & A Wall : Danielle Arnaud Contemporary ArtMIRROR III : HORIZON

Danielle Arnaud  
123 Kennington Road London SE11 6SF UK T/F: +44(0)20 7735 8292 www.daniellearnaud.com danielle@daniellearnaud.com 
Opening times: Thursday, Friday and Saturday 2-6 pm and by appointment

David Cotterrell  Mirror III  2016 
Collaboration with Ruwanthie de Chickera 

David Cotterrell   Empathy and Risk 

 
 

14 January - 11 February 2017 
Private view:  Friday 13 January  6 - 9pm 

For his fourth solo exhibition at the gallery, David Cotterrell presents three works from the Mirror project: a series of 
two-screen works considering polarised perspectives, drawing alternatively on assumption and objectivity.  This 
evolving project is designed to explore the common human characteristics that could provide a stronger empathetic 
bridge between strangers than their contexts, roles and attire might suggest. Portraits of individuals are constructed 
in a manner that transcend or challenge place, prejudice, projection, assumption and fear of the other – while at the 
same time providing insight into nuanced internal negotiations and narratives. 

Mirror I: Hierarchy is the first work of this series devised to explore the anxieties and thought-processes of two 
protagonists within the world of surgery – the patient and the surgeon. The installation considers the concerns and 
devices by which an impending operation is philosophically contextualised and the way the mind might wander 
under the catalytic pressure of approaching professional or personal risk. 

Mirror II: Distance examines the distances between individuals who occupy, protect and work in worlds that they 
may not own or belong to. It is inspired by observations of the Diplomatic Enclave in Islamabad, a heavily gated expat 
community living in the capital city of Pakistan. Entry into the enclave and then, within the enclave, entry into the 
various demarcated territories inside is monitored by local Pakistani guards. In this installation, two such men 
observe each other across a distance as they listen to the visitors, the experts and the specialists discuss Pakistan, its 
people and its future. 

Mirror III: Horizon examines what might transpire between two strangers if their communication was reduced to the 
language of lights. Filmed in Malta, set against the dramatic edges of the island’s stunning coast and contextualized 
by the island’s deep historical experience of visitors who arrived repeatedly by sea, the installation draws on the 
fluctuating paranoia of the current refugee crisis. Mirror III examines what might possibly be communicated between 
strangers if their words were reduced to beams of light and their faces need never be revealed. 

Within the exhibition The Wall piece - a home installable table-top defensive barrier with an ensemble of miniature 
figurines - offers a playful interaction with the debates regarding walls, borders, and functions as an introduction to a 
conversation around xenophobic paranoia. 

Mirror III was included 
within the solo exhibition, 
‘Empathy & Risk : 
Three Mirrors & A Wall’ 
at the Danielle Arnaud 
contemporary art, London, 
15.02.17 - 01.04.17

The solo exhibition was staged to 
consider the relationships between 
a series of discrete research pro-
jects reflecting on empathetic failure.

The following is an extract from the exhibi-
tion text:

David Cotterrell presents an ongoing 
series of visual and verbal 
installations produced in collaboration 
with the screen-writer, Ruwanthie de 
Chickera. Designed to explore, 
through the use of experimental 
formats, less than visible or rarely 
acknowledged truths between 
individuals, the art works Mirror and 
The Wall, together, reflect our current 
global preoccupations with barriers 
and the corresponding search for 
honesty in response to these barriers.  
Empathy and Risk: three mirrors and 
a wall attempts to highlight the 
fragility and transparency of human 
fear and prejudice; while 
simultaneously drawing attention to 
the immense effort required to bring 
down a barrier, once it has been 
raised up.

Right: Documentation of installation, 
exhibition leaflet and press release.

View PDF

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/PR%20David%20Cotterrell%20February%202017a.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Alternate Languages  : Royal Academy, LondonMIRROR III : HORIZON

Mirror III was included 
within the 'Alternate 
Languages' Exhibition, 
Royal Academy London. 
16.03.19 - 24.03.19
The installation was shown at the 
Royal Academy’s McAuley Gallery, 
as part of the event, ‘Alternate 
Languages’.

The following is derived from the curator, 
Kate Goodwin’s, exhibition text:

Audiences are invited to explore the
public and private spaces of the RA
with installations, performances,
workshops and discussions that ask
what unites us and divides us.... As
disenchantment permeates many
aspects of society and polarisation
increases, we must transcend
difference, overcome prejudices,
find ways to understand and
connect with one another.

Cotterrell also contributed to the
parallel event, ‘Seeking Refuge
: Views of Displacement’. This
discussion, curated and chaired
by Robert Mull asks how we
seek refuge with and from one
another; how displacement can
allow us to better understand other
communities; what we can learn
from stories about generations of
lives lived on the road; and what
the implications of movement and
migration are for public space, art,
design and architecture.

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Cancelled Arts Programme : World Conference on StatelessnessMIRROR III : HORIZON

At the invitation of the Institute 
of Statelessness and Inclusion, 
Cotterrell’s project (Empathy & 
Risk) curated and presented the 
CANCELLED Arts Programme 
to enable conference delegates 
for the first World Conference on 
Statelessness, to encounter artwork 
that was both seminal as well as 
ephemeral, archival as well as 
contemporary. 

Delegates were introduced to new 
artwork and offered insights into 
the processes behind creating this 
work. There were opportunities for 
activists and artists to engage with 
each other on key panels and for 
conference delegates to understand 
the work of local artists, working 
on issues of statelessness in The 
Hague.

Right (clockwise from top left): Cancelled 
Artworks Programme, Cotterrell 
presenting plenary address, The venue 
for the conference/curated programme 
- The Museum of Communication, an in 
conversation event with John Packer in front 
of installed Mirror III. 

Mirror III was installed 
at the Museum of 
Communication, The 
Hague as part of the 
World Conference on 
Statelessness. 26.06.19 - 
28.06.19.

View PDF

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/CANCELLED_PROGRAMME_A5.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Mis(sing)-Communication  : On-Line ExhibitionMIRROR III : HORIZON

For its first online exhibition, 
Danielle Arnaud gallery invited 
Tessa  Charnley to curate a 
screening programme of video and 
film works by Kihlberg & Henry; 
Neville Gabie; Oona Grimes; 
David Cotterrell; Paulette Phillips; 
and Suky Best, curated by Tess 
Charnley. 

This presentation occurred over the 
course of six weeks with a new work 
made available for streaming each 
week. The works explored ideas 
of spatial and bodily interiority and 
exteriority, solitude, communication 
and the elasticity of time; topics 
that resonate in this time of altered 
living (within and without our selves). 
They alluded to the possibilities of 
healing, as well as the complexities 
that arise with this repair. Each work 
was available to stream, alongside 
their accompanying texts, on the 
gallery website.

Cotterrell’s work was also reviewed 
by Sheena Carrington for the 
Contemporary art magazine, This is 
Tomorrow.

Right: Programme publicity, Press Release 
and This is Tomorrow Review.

Mirror III was selected by 
Tessa Charnley for the on-
line exhibition, ‘Mis(sing)-
Communication’. 20.04.20 
- 31.05.20

 

 
Danielle Arnaud  
123 Kennington Road London SE11 6SF UK T/F: +44(0)20 7735 8292 www.daniellearnaud.com danielle@daniellearnaud.com 
Opening times: Thursday to Saturday 2-6 pm and by appointment 
 

 

 
Mis(sing)-Communication   
A six-week screening programme curated by Tess Charnley 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kihlberg & Henry   This Building, This Breath  (2015)  Video with live voiceover  Commissioned by fig-2, supported by 
the Art Fund, Outset, and Arts Council England    
 
20th April – 31st May 2020 
 
For its first online exhibition, the gallery presents a screening programme of video and film works by 
Kihlberg & Henry; Neville Gabie; Oona Grimes; David Cotterrell; Paulette Phillips; and Suky Best, curated by 
Tess Charnley. This presentation will occur over the course of six weeks with a new work made available for 
streaming each week. The works explore ideas of spatial and bodily interiority and exteriority, solitude, 
communication and the elasticity of time; topics that resonate in this time of altered living (within and 
without our selves). They allude to the possibilities of healing, as well as the complexities that arise with 
this repair. 
 
Each work will be available to stream for one week on the gallery website and also through the gallery mail 
out but can be accessed again if required (please contact us to do so).  
 
 
Screening Schedule: 
 
W/C 20th April: Oona Grimes | u.e u. 
 
Oona Grimes’ film u. e u. (2018), emerging from the six months Grimes spent on a Bridget Riley Fellowship 
at The British School of Rome, is a dance of sublime mis-communication and mis-translation, echoing a 
vignette in Pasolini’s ‘Uccellacci e uccellini’. Absurd jumpy hand gestures reference both kinesics from 
paintings and everyday communication. Using 16mm film cut with iPhone clips Grimes chased language - 
both the learning and losing of it - the omissions, the torn, the discontinuity, the patches, the bad repairs. 

View PDF View PDF

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/MissingCommunicationPress_release.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/thisistomorrow.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Downloadable DocumentsMIRROR III : HORIZON

PDF documents linked to within other sections are 
also available for download here.

Final Script (technical)
A downloadable copy of  the final arduino script that was 
uploaded to the boards, tested and prepared for use by 
film-crew.

View PDF

Final Script (performance) 
A downloadable copy of the script used by shore and sea 
teams to perform the theatrical engagement.

View PDF

3 Mirrors & a Wall
A downloadable copy of the Danielle Arnaud contemporary 
art exhibition press release.

View PDF

This is Tomorrow
A downloadable copy of review by Sheena Carrington

View PDF

Cancelled Arts Programme
A downloadable copy of the Cancelled Arts Programme A5 
Brochure.

Mis(sing) Communication
A downloadable copy of the Mis(sing) Communication 
Press Release

View PDF View PDF

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/MORSE.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/Mirror03_Script_Malta.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/EmpathAndRiskDC5bFinal.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/thisistomorrow.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/CANCELLED_PROGRAMME_A5.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Cotterrell_David/3_Mirror_III_Horizon/MissingCommunicationPress_release.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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